An authorized Bose dealer can bring the benefits of Bose® sound to your property.
To find one near you, call:
1-800-428-2673
Outside North America call:
+508-870-7330
For more information on our products, visit:
pro.Bose.com
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Quality sound.
An amenity for your guests throughout your property.

How important is quality sound for your hotel or resort? Consider all the places where sound can affect your guests’ experience: the lobby, guest room, restaurant, spa, meeting and function rooms. Sound is an amenity your guests enjoy on nearly every inch of your property.

Put the power of the Bose® brand to work for you.
Bose can provide innovative audio solutions to create a new dimension of comfort and luxury for your guests — for both in-room and public area applications. Just as importantly, the Bose brand can support and enhance the distinctive image of your property. Bose is among the most respected and recognized consumer electronics brands, and one your guests already associate with quality, performance and luxury.

More luxury with less maintenance.
Our systems’ approach to meeting your needs ensures superior performance with greater simplicity. And unlike other amenities, the luxury and advantage of Bose sound requires substantially less maintenance. In addition, a coast-to-coast network of Bose field engineers and authorized dealers can provide system design support for a single property or national chain.

We invite you to discover how the power of the Bose brand, and the performance of Bose systems, can make a favorable impression on your guests.

To learn more, call: 1-800-428-2673 | Outside North America, call: +508-879-7330
For more information on our products, visit: pro.Bose.com
A Bose® solution offers benefits specifically for the requirements of you and your guests. Bose professional sound systems also feature simple operation and elegant design to blend with the décor of your properties.

In-room entertainment
Natural, lifelike sound enables every room to be a personal haven, bringing guests comfort and luxury they can appreciate. You can offer your guests the same Bose products and performance they enjoy at home with special features, such as volume limiting and tamper-proof settings, that make them well-suited for hospitality operations.

Restaurants, bars and lobbies
Your guests can enjoy Bose quality in their rooms and throughout the property. Bose sound systems deliver clear, intelligible pages and music that sounds the way it should at all listening levels – even at background volume. In addition, many functions can be programmed to run automatically, eliminating the need for extensive training or complicated system setup and adjustments.

Meeting and function rooms
Elegant and compact, Bose sound systems reproduce rich, natural music for weddings and parties, along with clear, intelligible speech for meetings and conferences – without being obtrusive or unsightly. Exclusive Bose products such as ControlSpace® electronics allow guests to easily select sources and adjust volume while ensuring hotel managers can combine spaces as needed, select appropriate sources and control each function room from a single location.

Pools, spas, fitness rooms and recreation facilities
Bose systems can be designed for a specific use or multiple uses in each facility, from background music to full-range foreground sound in a variety of indoor and outdoor settings.
“Bose Corporation’s innovative technology made it possible for us to extend high-quality sound beyond the hospitality industry status quo. We were able to outfit every suite with first-class sound, in a manner that was financially feasible.”

– Kevin Thorstenson, Vice President and General Manager, Hotel Park City
Bose® Wave® Music System III
This innovative AM/FM/CD music system provides lush, room-filling sound from a small system that fits almost anywhere.

Applications Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features Front-loading CD player, maximum volume limiting, system lockout, remote, automatic ramping that starts volume low and gently increases when the unit is turned on or when an alarm is activated.

Colors Titanium Silver, Graphite Gray or Platinum White.

Bose® Wave® Radio III
This small and elegant AM/FM radio delivers vivid, room-filling sound.

Applications Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features Maximum volume limiting, system lockout, remote, automatic ramping that starts volume low and gently increases when the unit is turned on or when an alarm is activated.

Colors Graphite Gray or Platinum White.
Wave® III Dock

Works with the Wave® music system III or Wave® radio III to enable guests to enjoy quality sound from nearly every type of iPhone® and iPod®.

Applications Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features iPhone or iPod charge while docked. System’s remote also controls many basic playlist functions.

Color Silver.

Wave® III Bluetooth® Music Adapter

Works with the Wave® music system III or Wave® radio III to allow guests to enjoy quality sound from their smartphone, tablet or laptop – wirelessly and easily.

Applications Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features Quick wireless connection to any Bluetooth® device. System’s remote operates many basic playlist functions.

Color Black.
VideoWave® III Entertainment System

A premium all-in-one approach to TV, with a home theater sound system and music system all built into a high-definition display. Eliminates the need to install speakers or run speaker wires through walls, making it well-suited for existing construction and upgrades.

Applications
Guest rooms, suites, small public spaces.

Key Features
1080p LED backlit display available in 55" or 46" sizes. Includes ultra-simple touch pad remote control and dock for iPhone® or iPod®. ADAPTiQ® system customizes the sound to the room’s acoustics. Available early-to-mid 2014: SoundTouch™ Wi-Fi® adapter for streaming music.

Color
Black.
Lifestyle® 535 Series II Home Entertainment System

A premium surround sound system that’s simple for guests to use, with easy-to-follow onscreen messages and a display-equipped remote. Offers HD compatibility for DVD players and other components.

Applications: Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features: Can be used to enjoy both TV and music. Includes AM/FM tuner, universal remote with LCD. ADAPTiQ® system customizes the sound to the room’s acoustics. Available early-to-mid 2014: SoundTouch™ Wi-Fi® adapter for streaming music.

Color: Black.
CineMate® 1 SR Home Theater Speaker System

A high-performance soundbar speaker with a hideaway, wireless Acoustimass® module. Eliminates the need to run wires to multiple home theater speakers or from the speaker to the module, making it well-suited for existing construction and upgrades.

Applications

- Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features

- The wireless link between the soundbar speaker and the Acoustimass module creates convenient flexibility for module placement. No receiver needed. ADAPTiQ® system customizes sound to the room’s acoustics.

Color

- Black.
Bose® Solo TV Sound System
A simple, one-piece TV audio system that provides dramatically better sound for flat-panel TVs. Can be set neatly beneath the TV.

Applications: Guest rooms.

Key Features: Designed to almost disappear in the room. Can be used as a stand for TVs with bases no more than 20” wide and 10¾” deep. Most TVs with up to 37” screens and many TVs with up to 42” screens meet these requirements. Simple, uncluttered setup with one connection to the TV and one plug to the wall. No additional equipment needed.

Color: Black.
SoundDock® Series III Speaker

Enables your guests to play music from any iPhone® or iPod® model with a Lightning™ connector, and enjoy it with Bose® quality sound.

Applications: Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features:
- iPhone or iPod charges as it plays.
- Sleek, slender design fits almost any room’s decor.
- Remote provides control from across the room.

Colors: Black or Silver.

SoundLink® Mini Bluetooth® Speaker

Delivers Bose® quality sound from any Bluetooth device.

Applications: Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features:
- Full, natural sound from an extremely light (1.5 lbs.) and compact design.
- Rechargeable battery plays up to 7 hours.
- Available security bracket.

Color: Silver.

SoundLink® Bluetooth® Mobile II Speaker

Delivers Bose® quality sound from any Bluetooth device.

Applications: Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features:
- Sound performance unlike any other mobile speaker this size.
- Rechargeable battery plays up to 8 hours.
- Available security bracket.

Color: Silver.
CineMate® GS Series II
Digital Home Theater Speaker System

This system provides Bose® home theater sound for existing television and video components. Eliminates the need to run surround speaker wires through walls, making it well-suited for existing construction and upgrades.

Applications
Guest rooms and suites.

Key Features
Two Gemstone® speakers, hideaway Acoustimass® module, universal remote. Sets up with just four quick connections.

Color
Graphite Gray.
“I knew Bose had good products, but many vendors have good products. What was worth more to us was their reputation for excellence and their broad line of experience.”

— Paul Yin, Director of Contract Administration, The Breakers
Bose® design tools

Exclusive Bose design tools help authorized Bose dealers design a system solution for nearly any space so you can see – and hear – how the system will perform before it is installed.

Modeler® Sound System Software

Modeler sound system software gives designers the ability to predict and design better sound systems. They can model any space, place the speakers and get critical acoustical data in real time – even as they make changes and adjustments. Modeler software also lets designers, architects and property owners see how the system works with the sight lines and visual design of the space.

Auditioner® Playback System III

This innovation allows listeners to hear how a proposed system will sound – before it’s installed or even before the facility is built. This innovation is so advanced, a listener can hear the system from any seat or any location. And it’s available only from Bose.
Bose® system electronics give users the control they need without the risk of altering critical system settings and parameters. Plus, many system functions can be programmed to run automatically, reducing the need for your staff to make adjustments.

ControlSpace® ESP-00 Series II Engineered Sound Processor
The Bose® ControlSpace ESP-00 Series II engineered sound processor offers high-quality signal processing through a flexible I/O audio platform. Up to eight mixed analog and digital audio expansion cards (input and/or output) can be included to create customized audio systems. Onboard connectivity includes Ethernet, RS-232, expandable GPIO, and support for elegant Bose control centers and volume controls.

PowerMatch® 8500/8500N Configurable Power Amplifiers
The Bose PowerMatch line of amplifiers provides concert-quality sound with a high level of scalability and configurability. The PowerMatch line offers four models with multiple channel and power options, each including an integrated audio DSP, front-panel interface and USB connection. Ethernet-equipped versions enable network configuration, control and monitoring. An expansion slot supports input from optional digital audio accessory cards. PowerMatch amplifiers utilize numerous Bose technologies to deliver an unprecedented combination of performance, efficiency and ease of installation—all in a reliable, proprietary design.

FreeSpace® DXA 2120 Digital Mixer/Amplifier
This mixer/amplifier provides signal processing, mixing, routing, paging and two-channel amplification all in one component. Once the unit is customized for your property, your staff has easy access to simple controls they can operate with confidence. The system permits emergency paging during main power outages, and it is engineered and tested for demanding business environments—backed by a one-year transferable limited warranty.

FreeSpace® IZA/ZA Zone Amplifiers
The premium sound, reliability and compact, lightweight design of these amplifiers make them an excellent choice for lobbies, smaller zones and smaller venues.

In addition to premium sound and simplified setup/operation, the IZA 250-L2 and IZA 190-H2 integrated zone amplifiers offer the flexibility to expand when more loudspeakers are required. Additional sound optimization can be provided through EQ presets when used with FreeSpace DS 16 and DS 40 loudspeakers.

The ZA 250-L2 and ZA 190-H2 zone amplifiers create easy sound system expansion when used with front-end signal processing from products such as the IZA 250-L2 and IZA 190-H2 amplifiers, the FreeSpace 4410 business music system and ControlSpace engineered sound processors.
“Wherever you go on the property, you’re hearing quality sound, and that’s contributing to the complete experience we want to create here for our guests.”

– Rick Medwedeff, General Manager, Marco Island Marriott Beach Resort
FreeSpace® 3 System

High-performance loudspeaker system for reproducing voice and music in background and foreground applications.

Applications: Restaurants, lobbies, health clubs, spas, function rooms.

Key Features: Combines flush-mount, surface-mount and pendant-mount speakers to work with different room décors and layouts.

Colors: Black or White. Paintable.
FreeSpace® DS Loudspeakers

Compact surface- and flush-mount loudspeakers for foreground and background music and paging. Bose® technologies deliver music and speech with warmth and clarity. All with high reliability and easy installation options.

Applications
Restaurants, bars/rooftop bars, lobbies, health clubs, spas, function rooms, pool areas, outdoor locations. F models are flush-mount. SE models are surface-mount and can be used indoors and outdoors.

Key Features
DS 100SE and DS 100F: Foreground loudspeakers, 100-watt, mount up to 30 ft (9 m) high. DS 40SE and DS 40F: Foreground/background loudspeakers, 40-watt, mount up to 26 ft (8 m) high. DS 16S/DS 16SE & DS 16F: Background loudspeakers, 16-watt, with noticeable presence.

Colors
Black or White. Paintable.
FreeSpace® DS 100SE Loudspeaker
Premier, high-performance, full-range, surface-mount loudspeaker designed for foreground music and speech reproduction in a wide range of installed applications.

Applications
Restaurants, bars/rooftop bars, lobbies, health clubs, spas, function rooms, pools, outdoor locations. Can be used indoors or outdoors.

Key Features
100-watt loudspeaker can be installed up to 30ft (10m) high, mounted horizontally or vertically. Wide, even coverage. Frequency range down to 60 Hz.

Colors
Black or White. Paintable.

FreeSpace® 360P Series II Loudspeaker
This loudspeaker reproduces music with the presence and depth you would expect only indoors. All while disappearing into nearly any outdoor setting.

Applications
Outdoor dining areas, pool areas, gardens, atriums.

Key Features
360° coverage, withstands sand, snow, rain, salt and temperature extremes of 158°F (70°C) to -40°F (-40°C).

Color
Green.
Panaray® MA12 & MA12EX Modular Line Array Loudspeaker

Slim column loudspeakers blend with almost any décor and provide wide horizontal coverage for applications requiring mid/high (MA12) and full-range (MA12EX) sound.

Applications: Voice and light music reproduction for larger spaces, such as lobbies and concourses. MA12EX can be used indoors and outdoors.

Key Features: Microphone-friendly, with outstanding resistance to feedback. Installer-friendly – easy to carry, hang, stack and service.

Colors: Black or White. Paintable.

The Boston Harbor Hotel, Boston, MA
L1® Portable Line Array Systems

These portable sound systems work as both a PA and monitor system, delivering even coverage, sound clarity and detail for both musicians and audience members.

**Applications** Restaurants, bars, clubs, ballrooms, function and meeting rooms.

**Key Features** Reduces the need for numerous loudspeakers and electronics. Unobtrusive design and easy setup enables it to be used as a portable system in smaller spaces.

**Color** Black.